Blockchain is a major new technology that is in the early stages of deployment as a system of distributed ledger accounts (blocks of data) that allows transactions to proceed only if the contracting parties agree through specified verifications. This results in major cost, speed and security advantages.

The conference includes lunch with our keynote speaker, two afternoon expert panels, and a closing cocktail reception.

Highlights of this event include:
- Expanded speaker list from: Toyota, ATT/ATT Labs, Bank of New York Mellon, Delaware Chancery Courts/Symbiont, Dubai Smart City, MoneyGram/Ant Financial. Includes presentations and discussions related to specific corporate and government use case applications.
- Second panel of experts on the emerging infrastructure of blockchain. Discussion will focus on standards, open vs. closed systems, encryption, regulation and the potential arising from the intersection of the internet-of-things, big data and artificial intelligence. Includes discussions on corporate applications, uses, and benefits.

About the keynote speaker:
Ballinger helps to guide Toyota global strategy addressing future market trends and business model requirements. Toyota is a leader in corporate uses of blockchain.

“Blockchain is a game changer.”
– Business Insider, 2016